Keywords: colony size crowding group living group size individual group size seabird Understanding group size variation is a major challenge in animal ecology. However, we argue that understanding group sizes from an individual point of view (i.e. individual group sizes) and the relationship with population group sizes may be even more important. This may seem redundant, but in the present study we show that it is not. We analysed colony sizes of 20 seabird species breeding in Britain and Ireland from the Seabird 2000 project (19 978 colonies; 3 779 919 nests) comparing group (¼colony) size frequency distributions (GSFDs) with their individual group size frequency distribution (IndGSFD) counterparts. We did so for the first time for a number of species with semilogarithmic plots, and correlated eight statistics from each GSFDeIndGSFD pair. Shape-related variables (e.g. skewness) of GSFDe IndGSFD pairs were highly unrelated with only 1e15% of redundancy. In fact, species with similar GSFDs had individuals concentrating in either the largest or the medium-sized groups. There was a trend towards those species with higher group size variation having individuals living in a narrower range of group sizes. Some group size-related measures (e.g. mean group size) showed a tight linear correlation in logelog scatterplots between GSFDs and IndGSFDs. However, this correlation disappeared in linear scatterplots for two of the four measures. Moreover, group size-related measures were always a poor surrogate of corresponding individual group size measures. We discuss how animal grouping research could benefit from similar comparisons between GSFDs and IndGSFDs and how this can be carried out in a meaningful way. Ó
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Most animals live in groups either temporarily or permanently. Group size shapes the cost/benefit payoff of group living, with some group sizes often conferring higher fitness than others (Krause & Ruxton 2002) . However, empirical and modelling approaches have shown that even when there is a clear peak in the fitness function of group sizes (i.e. there is an 'optimal' group size), a huge variation in group sizes still tends to exist. After decades of study, understanding this variation remains an unsolved challenge in animal ecology research (Giraldeau & Caraco 2000; Gerard et al. 2002; Krause & Ruxton 2002; Safran et al. 2007; Sumpter 2010) .
A major driver of this research agenda has been the description of group size frequency distributions (hereafter GSFDs; e.g. . These studies examined group sizes from a population point of view. However, group sizes can be viewed from an individual point of view as well. Describing individual group size selection, the reasons behind these choices and its constraints has proved to be a powerful mechanistic approach to explaining population group size patterns (Brown & Brown 2000; Safran 2004; Safran et al. 2007; Serrano & Tella 2007; Jovani et al. 2008b ). However, surprisingly few studies have analysed, per se, individual group size frequency distribution patterns (IndGSFD; but see Jarman 1974; Wirtz & Lörscher 1983; Weso1owski et al. 1985; Reiczigel et al. 2005 Reiczigel et al. , 2008 ). An illustrative example of this uneven attention to GSFDs versus IndGSFDs is the book on cooperative breeding in birds edited by Stacey & Koenig (1990) in which 14 of 18 chapters (each covering a study species) show a histogram of the GSFD of the population, but only one chapter (Emlen 1990) shows both the GSFD and the IndGSFD. This previous lack of attention paid to IndGSFDs could be because the properties (e.g. mean) of GSFDs and their IndGSFD counterparts are biologically redundant, thus presenting only a mathematical subtlety without biological relevance. In fact, some evidence would suggest that this might be the case.
First, a given GSFD has a unique IndGSFD counterpart. For instance, in a hypothetical population of 16 individuals distributed among five 
